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Quickly and easily convert files between formats with PDF Converter Pro.

Preview your file conversions directly in the app.  Your conversions will be backed up automatically and when you get a new device.

Furthermore, your converted files can be downloaded and shared directly to any other app on your phone.

Supported input types:
* PDF
* DOC
* DOCX
* PPT
* PPTX
* XLS
* XLSX
* ODT
* JPG
* BMP
* PNG
* TIFF

...and many more!

Supported output types:
* PDF
* DOCX
* DOC
* PNG
* TIFF
* BMP
* JPG

...and many more!

For example, you can convert DOCX to PDF, PPT to PDF, PDF to PNG, etc.

All new users get 5 file conversion credits for free. PDF Converter Pro was recently rebuilt from the ground up. Download now to see why we're the top PDF Converter app!
Updated on
Apr 19, 2022
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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May 18, 2019
Pretty lame. The very first pdf I selected to convert to a simple .jpg returned a "server could not convert file" error. No details, no alternatives, just basically; you're SOL. Maybe it'll work for other conversions - and it was free, so I'm giving 2 stars instead of 1 even though it's absolutely useless and disappointing for me at the moment.
27 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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October 26, 2018
My God, it makes bad files. Don't touch it. Tried to convert ODT to PDF ( not the most complicated thing in the world ), and it made an unreadable file. Twice out of two attempts.
12 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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January 20, 2019
It is the best app to convert files. Specially pdf to jpg. It converts the image in High Quality(i love). my suggestion is that it should be offline so that we can convert the files without internet
2 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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